
Camus’s ‘Plague’ Foretold Coronavirus
First the people deny the pandemic is real. Then they
argue over keeping the correct total of deaths.
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The end of the world as we know it is a topic that preoccupies the greatest writers.
“This is the way the world ends,” writes T.S. Eliot in “The Hollow Men” (1925), “Not
with a bang but a whimper.” W.H. Auden sees Pieter Brugel’s “Landscape with the
Fall of Icarus” and observes “how everything turns away quite leisurely from the
disaster” (“Musée des Beaux Arts,” 1938).

The literary calamity closest to the current world-wide pandemic was described by



Albert Camus in “The Plague” (1947), set in the Algerian city of Oran. The citizens
go through stages that may sound familiar: They deny the pandemic is real. They
argue over the correct total of deaths. They abuse the authorities. The gates to the
city are closed and the residents are quarantined. Commercial activity “had ceased
abruptly.” The population faces anxieties over diminished food supplies. The result
in Oran is that “poor families were in great straits, while the rich were short of
nothing at all.” Camus’s doctors deal with shortages of staff (“gravediggers and
stretcher-bearers”) and necessary equipment (sheets and coffins).

“Whenever any of them spoke through the mask,” Camus writes, “the muslin
bulged and grew moist over the lips. This gave a sort of surreality to the
conversation; it was like a colloquy of statues.”

The metaphors that surround both Camus’s pestilence and today’s coronavirus are
militaristic. Both plagues are armies that “attack” and must be “fought” and
“defeated.” The deadly front lines are charted with curves that must be “flattened”
in both the fictional Oran and the real New York. The plague “took its daily toll of
deaths with the punctual zeal of a good civil servant.”

Inevitably and inexplicably, the plague ends. Rats reappear on the streets to the joy
of the citizens. Prices of necessities fall. “It was as if the plague had been hounded
down and cornered, and its sudden weakness lent new strength to the blunted
weapons so far used against it.”

To the townspeople, the departure of the plague was sudden and disorienting. “It
declined more rapidly than reasonably could have been expected.” Citizens began
to rediscover their lovers and agitated that the town’s gates be reopened. (The
officials kept them closed for two extra weeks, to be certain.)

The end of the plague had a mysterious aspect: “The disease left because it had
achieved its objectives.” The overjoyed people of Oran shared “the rapture of
escape” as “the dominion of the plague was ended.” Shutters flew open, and
overjoyed citizens took to the streets singing and dancing. To associate himself with
the good feeling, the town’s mayor “gave orders for the street lights to be resumed,



as in the past.”

Protagonist Dr. Bernard Rieux and his friends and colleagues joined the
celebrations and felt “as if they trod on air.” But the doctor knew that his work was
not finished: “There was no question of his having a day off; sick men have no
holidays.”

Camus isn’t sentimental about the epidemic’s merciless appearance and enigmatic
departure. He expects it to return. His heroes, like ours, are the selfless medical
workers. Doing his job, Dr. Rieux thought, was the necessary virtue: “The only
means of fighting a plague is common decency.”

Rieux and his friends see an affirmation of such peace as life affords us. He will
take the victims’ side and follow the dictates of his heart “to share with his fellow
citizens the only certitudes they had in common—love, exile, and suffering.”
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